
Codes from Sophia Code 
 
 
love ourselves again by reclaiming our sovereign divinity. 3927432  
what I pray for creates miracles and blessings   69164518  

step into sovereign ability to create Heaven on Earth by embodying the frequency of our divinity, 
one loving step at a time.  63677229  

awakens awareness to the sovereign creator within   82214321  

the illusion of separation now lifts 81187421  

I now live in the dawning Golden Age of Miracles   9931067  

global timeline coordinates, prophesied an eon ago, are now aligning to birth a golden age for 
awakening Divine Feminine Christ consciousness upon your planet.  66843805  

I now live in a quantum age of miracles   60718824  

rest in, reveal, and celebrate the sovereignty of your true self 70976543  

give yourself permission to shine in this lifetime, free of all social conditioning, to be seen for 
who you really are.  80775001  

unify all the DNA activations of your previous lineages within you so that you may embody the 
totality of your own Keycode in this lifetime   78570463  

activate the crystalline chromosomes of your divine genome 9685836  

eternal ace card 63724514  

replicate and carry the immaculate information stored on your crystalline chromosomes to your 
carbon-based DNA and cognitive awareness through Higher Self RNA messengers.  89286616  

ever increasing alignment with Higher Self 3421516  

neurological superhighway for divine guidance to flow between your Higher Self and your human 
awareness 734426624  

understand your sovereign relationship to both form and emptiness as a Divine co-creator of 
new realities   9154169  

fulfill your soul’s unique ascension goals 85506195  

clear all non-beneficial socially conditioned programing 63964455  

radical transformation quantum self-realization, and embodied self-mastery.77253021  

release illusionary beliefs in inner and outer reality as directed by your Higher Self 8158528  



accept and receive both form and formless, as equal teachers, professing a unified field of divine 
love 73544051  

remove and transmute non beneficial inherited ancestral belief patterns 3830160  

download belief systems that celebrate and express true Divine nature 3837318  

  

  

  

No codes yet  - still can be used with SRC 
Upgrade the programs in my body to run in accordance with my true divine nature   

increasingly upgrade the many systems of my human physiology to function in accordance with 
commands for perfect health  

accelerated release of socially conditioned belief systems and viral programming that have 
discredited innocent divine nature  

remove and transmute traumatic cellular imprints  

transmute and remove projected self-limitations, vows and oaths from other lifetimes, and the 
collective fears of humanity’s consciousness that are stored in your carbon-based DNA..  

Anchor life-changing downloads of Higher Self consciousness within every cell of the body  

know,love, and honor the holy and limitless nature of all form  

know,love, and honor the empty space that is the essential nature of all form  

balance humanity's exploration in spiritual enlightenment  

activate sovereign divine potential, regardless of challenges    

 


